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Following on from our previous list, here are ten more
expert voices, drowned out or disregarded by the
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mainstream narrative, o�ering their take on the
coronavirus outbreak.

* * *

Dr. Sunetra Gupta et al. are an Oxford-based research team
constructing an epidemiological model for the coronavirus outbreak,
their paper has yet to be peer-reviewed, but the abstract is available
online.

Dr Gupta is a Professor of �eoretical Epidemiology at the University of
Oxford with an interest in infectious disease agents that are responsible
for malaria, HIV, in�luenza and bacterial meningitis. She is a recipient
of the Sahitya Akademi Award, the Scienti�c Medal by the Zoological
Society of London and the Royal Society Rosalind Franklin Award for her
scienti�c research.

What they say:
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Importantly, the results we present here suggest the

ongoing epidemics in the UK and Italy started at

least a month before the �rst reported death and

have already led to the accumulation of signi�cant

levels of herd immunity in both countries. There is

an inverse relationship between the proportion

currently immune and the fraction of the

population vulnerable to severe disease.

– Fundamental principles of epidemic spread highlight the immediate

need for large-scale serological surveys to assess the stage of the SARS-

CoV-2 epidemic, 24th March 2020

– – –

The research presents a very di�erent view of the

epidemic to the modelling at Imperial College

London […] “I’m surprised that there has been such

unquali�ed acceptance of the Imperial model”, Dr

Gupta said.
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Dr Karin Mölling is a German virologist whose research focused on
retroviruses, particularly human immunode�ciency virus (HIV). She

[…]

The Oxford results would mean the country had

already acquired substantial her immunity through

the unrecognised spread of covid19 over more than

two months.

Although some experts have shed doubt on the

strength and length of the human immune response

to the virus, Prof Gupta said the emerging evidence

made her con�dent that humanity would build up

herd immunity against Covid19

– “Coronavirus may have infected halt the population”,

Financial Times, 24th March 2020
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was a full professor and director of the Institute of Medical Virology at
the University of Zurich from 1993 until her retirement in 2008 and
received multiple honours and awards for her work.

What she says:

You are now told every morning how many SARS-

Corona 2 deaths there are. But they don’t tell you

how many people already are infected with

in�uenza this winter and how many deaths it has

caused.

This winter, the �u is not severe, but around 80,000

are infected. You don’t get these numbers at all.

Something similar occurred two years ago. This is

not put into the right context.

[…]
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Every week a person dies in Berlin from multi-

resistant germs. That adds up to 35,000 a year in

Germany. This is not mentioned at all. I believe that

we have had situations like this several times and

that the measures are now being taken too far.

I am of the opinion that maybe one should not do

so much against young people having parties

together and infecting each other. We have to build

immunity somehow. How can that be possible

without contacts? The younger ones handle the

infection much better. But we have to protect the

elderly, and protect them in a way that can be

scrutinized; is it reasonable what we are doing now,

to stretch out the epidemic in a way that almost

paralyzes the entire world economy?

[…]

The Robert Koch Institute provides the �gures.

Then you sit there as a listener or spectator: 20

dead again, how terrible! Do you know when I
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would start to panic? If there are 20,000. Then we

get close to what went on completely quietly two

years ago.

The 2018 in�uenza epidemic, with 25,000 deaths,

never disconcerted the press. The clinics had to deal

with an additional 60,000 patients, which was no

problem in the clinics either!

[…]

That is the main fear: the disease is presented as a

terrible disease. The disease per se is like the �u in a

normal winter. It is even weaker in the �rst week.

– Interview on Anti-Empire.com, 23rd March 2020
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Dr Anders Tegnell is a Swedish physician and civil servant who has
been State Epidemiologist of the Public Health Agency of Sweden since
2013. Dr Tegnell graduated from medical school in 1985, specialising in
infectious disease. He later obtained a PhD in Medical Science from
Linköping University in 2003 and an MSc in 2004.

What he says:

“All measures that we take must be feasible over a

longer period of time.” Otherwise, the population

will lose acceptance of the entire corona strategy.

Older people or people with previous health

problems should be isolated as much as possible. So

no visits to children or grandchildren, no journeys

by public transport, if possible no shopping. That is

the one rule. The other is: Anyone with symptoms

should stay at home immediately, even with the

slightest cough.
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Dr Pablo Goldschmidt is an Argentine-French virologist specializing in
tropical diseases, and Professor of Molecular Pharmacology at the
Université Pierre et Marie Curie in Paris. He is a graduate of the Faculty
of Pharmacy and Biochemistry of the University of Buenos Aires and
Faculty of Medicine of the Hospital Center of Pitié-Salpetrière, Paris.

He currently resides in France, where he has worked for almost 40 years
as a researcher in clinical laboratories developing diagnostic technology.

What he says:

“If you follow these two rules, you don’t need any

further measures, the e�ect of which is only very

marginal anyway,”

– “The World Stands Still…Except for Sweden”, Zeit.de,

24th March 2020
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The ill-founded opinions expressed by

international experts, replicated by the media and

social networks repeat the unnecessary panic that

we have previously experienced. The coronavirus

identi�ed in China in 2019 caused nothing less than

a strong cold or �u, with no di�erence so far with

cold or �u as we know , ”

[…]

Respiratory viral conditions are numerous and are

caused by several viral families and species, among

which the respiratory syncytial virus (especially in

infants), in�uenza (in�uenza), human

metapneumoviruses, adenoviruses, rhinoviruses,

and various coronaviruses, already described years

ago. It is striking that earlier this year global health

alerts have been triggered as a result of infections

by a coronavirus detected in China, COVID-19,

knowing that each year there are 3 million
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newborns who die in the world of pneumonia and

50,000 adults in the United States for the same

cause, without alarms being issued.

[…]

Our planet is the victim of a new sociological

phenomenon, scienti�c-media harassment ,

triggered by experts only on the basis of laboratory

molecular diagnostic analysis results.

Communiqués issued from China and Geneva were

replicated, without being confronted from a critical

point of view and, above all, without stressing that

coronaviruses have always infected humans and

always caused diarrhoea and what people call a

banal cold or common cold. Absurd forecasts were

extrapolated, as in 2009 with the H1N1 in�uenza

virus.

[…]

There is no evidence to show that the 2019

coronavirus is more lethal than respiratory
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Dr Eran Bendavid and Dr Jay Bhattacharya are professors of medicine
and public health at Stanford University.

What they say:

adenoviruses, in�uenza viruses, coronaviruses from

previous years, or rhinoviruses responsible for the

common cold.

– Interview on Clarin.com, 9th March 2020

[P]rojections of the death toll could plausibly be

orders of magnitude too high […] The true fatality

rate is the portion of those infected who die, not the

deaths from identi�ed positive cases.
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The latter rate is misleading because of selection

bias in testing. The degree of bias is uncertain

because available data are limited. But it could

make the di�erence between an epidemic that kills

20,000 and one that kills two million.

[…]

A universal quarantine may not be worth the costs it

imposes on the economy, community and

individual mental and physical health. We should

undertake immediate steps to evaluate the

empirical basis of the current lockdowns.

“Is the Coronavirus as Deadly as They Say?”, Wall Street

Journal, 24th March 2020
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Dr Tom Je�ferson is a British epidemiologist, based in Rome. He works
for the Cochrane Collaboration, where he is an author and editor of the
Cochrane Collaboration’s acute respiratory infections group, as well as
part of four other Cochrane groups. He is also an advisor to the Italian
National Agency for Regional Health Services.

What he says:

So I cannot answer my nagging doubts, there does

not seem to be anything special about this

particular epidemic of in�uenza-like illness.

There are, however, two consequences of this

situation that bother me.

The �rst is the lack of institutional credibility as

perceived by my friends. They range from

�re�ghters, policemen, and even a GP — not the

kind of people you would want to alienate in an
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emergency. A restaurant owner told me he would

never report himself to the health authority as that

would mean at least two weeks of closure and his

business would go to the wall.

The second is that once the limelight has moved on,

will there be a serious and concentrated

international e�ort to understand the causes and

origins of in�uenza-like illnesses and the life cycle

of its agents?

Past form tells me not, and we will go back to

pushing in�uenza as a universal plague under the

roof of the hot house of commercial interest. Note

the di�erence: In�uenza (caused by in�uenza A and

B viruses, for which we have licensed vaccines and

drugs), not in�uenza-like illnesses against which we

should wash our hands all the year round, not just

now.

Meanwhile, I still cannot answer Mario’s question:

what’s di�erent this time?
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Dr Michael Levitt is Professor of biochemistry at Stanford University.
He is a Fellow of the Royal Society (FRS), a member of the National
Academy of Sciences and received the 2013 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for
the development of multiscale models for complex chemical systems.

In February this year, he correctly modelled that the China outbreak
was coming to an end, predicting around 80,000 cases and 3250 deaths.

What he says:

– “Covid 19—many questions, no clear answers”, British

Medical Journal, 2nd March 2020

I don’t believe the numbers in Israel, not because

they’re made up, but because the de�nition of a
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case in Israel keeps changing and it’s hard to

evaluate the numbers that way…

There is a lot of unjusti�ed panic in Israel. I don’t

believe the numbers here, everything is politics, not

math. I will be surprised if number of deaths in

Israel surpasses ten, and even �ve now with the

restrictions.

[…]

To put things in proportion, the number of deaths

of coronavirus in Italy is 10% of the number of

deaths of in�uenza in the country between 2016-

2017.

Even in China it’s hard to look at the number of

patients because the de�nition of “patient” varies,

so I look at number of deaths. In Israel there are

none, so that’s why it’s not even on the world map

for the disease.”
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– “Nobel laureate: surprised if Israel has more than 10

coronavirus deaths”, Jerusalem Post, 20th March 2020

– – –

[Levitt] analyzed data from 78 countries that

reported more than 50 new cases of COVID-19

every day and sees “signs of recovery” in many of

them. He’s not focusing on the total number of

cases in a country, but on the number of new cases

identi�ed every day — and, especially, on the

change in that number from one day to the next.

“Numbers are still noisy, but there are clear signs of

slowed growth.”

“What we need is to control the panic,” he said. In

the grand scheme, “we’re going to be �ne.”

– “Why this Nobel laureate predicts a quicker

coronavirus recovery: ‘We’re going to be �ne'”, Los Angeles

Times, 22nd March 2020
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German Network for Evidence-Based Medicine is an association of
German scientists, researchers and medical professionals.

�e network was founded in 2000 to disseminate and further develop
concepts and methods of evidence-based and patient-oriented
medicine in practice, teaching and research, and today has around 1000
members.

What they say:

In the majority of cases, COVID-19 takes the form

of a mild cold or is even symptom-free. Therefore,

it is highly unlikely that all cases of infection are

recorded, in contrast with deaths which are almost
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completely recorded. This leads to an

overestimation of the CFR.

According to a study of 565 Japanese people

evacuated from Wuhan, all of whom were tested

(regardless of symptoms), only 9.2% of infected

people were detected with currently used

symptom-oriented COVID-19 monitoring [5]. This

would mean that the number of infected people is

likely to be about 10 times greater than the number

of registered cases. The CFR would then only be

about one tenth of that currently measured. Others

assume an even higher number of unreported cases,

which would further reduce the CFR.

The widespread availability of SARS-CoV-2 tests is

limited. In the USA, for example, an adequate,

state-funded testing facility for all suspected cases

has only been available since 11.3.2020 [6]. In

Germany as well, there were occasional bottlenecks

which contribute to an overestimation of the CFR.
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As the disease spreads, it becomes increasingly

di�cult to identify a suspected source of infection.

As a result, common colds in people who

unknowingly had contact with a COVID-19 patient

are not necessarily associated with COVID-19 and

those a�ected do not go to the doctor at all.

An overestimation of the CFR also occurs when a

deceased person is found to have been infected with

SARS-CoV-2, but this was not the cause of death.

[…]

[T]he CFR of 0.2% currently measured for Germany

is below the Robert Koch-Institute’s (RKI) calculated

in�uenza CFRs of 0.5% in 2017/18 and 0.4% in

2018/19, but above the widely accepted �gure of

0.1% for which there is no reliable evidence.

[…]

Beyond the (rather questionable) conclusions drawn

from the historical example, there is little evidence
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that NPIs for COVID-19 actually lead to a reduction

in overall mortality. A Cochrane Review from 2011

found no robust evidence for the e�ectiveness of

border control screenings or social distancing.

[…]

A systematic review from 2015 found moderate

evidence that school closures delay the spread of an

in�uenza epidemic, but at high cost. Isolation at

home slows down the spread of in�uenza but leads

to increased infection of family members. It is

questionable whether these �ndings can be

transferred from in�uenza to COVID-19.

It is completely unclear how long the NPIs must be

maintained and what e�ects could be achieved

depending on their duration and intensity. The

number of deaths might only be postponed to a

later point in time, without any change in the total

number.

[…]
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Dr Richard Schabas is the former Chief Medical O��cer of Ontario,
Medical O��cer of Hastings and Prince Edward Public Health and Chief

Many questions remain unanswered. On the one

hand, the media confronts us daily with alarming

reports of an exponentially increasing number of ill

and dead people worldwide. On the other hand, the

media coverage in no way considers our required

criteria for evidence-based risk communication.

The media is currently communicating raw data,

for example, there have been “X” infected persons

and “Y” deaths to date. However, this presentation

fails to distinguish between diagnoses and

infections.

– “Covid19: Where is the evidence?”, statement on their

website, March 20th 2020
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of Sta�f at York Central Hospital.

What he says:

[F]ar more cases are out there than are being

reported. This is because many cases have no

symptoms and testing capacity has been limited.

There have been about 100,000 cases reported to

date, but, if we extrapolate from the number of

reported deaths and a presumed case-fatality rate of

0.5 per cent, the real number is probably closer to

two million – the vast majority mild or

asymptomatic.

Likewise, the actual rate of new cases is probably at

least 10,000 a day. If these numbers sound large,

though, remember that the world is a very big

place. From a global perspective, these numbers are

very small.
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Second, the Hubei outbreak – by far the largest, and

a kind of worst-case scenario – appears to be

winding down. How bad was it? Well, the number of

deaths was comparable to an average in�uenza

season. That’s not nothing, but it’s not catastrophic,

either, and it isn’t likely to overwhelm a competent

health-care system. Not even close.

[…]

I am not preaching complacency. This disease is not

going away any time soon; we should expect more

cases and more local outbreaks. And COVID-19 still

has the potential to become a major global health

problem, with an overall burden comparable to that

of in�uenza. We need to be vigilant in our

surveillance.

[…]

But we also need to be sensible. Quarantine belongs

back in the Middle Ages. Save your masks for
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Another thank you to Swiss Propaganda Research for their
excellent work, as well as to all the commenters who provided
names and suggestions BTL on the previous piece. They are not all
included, for various reasons, but it was all useful information. We
also acknowledge voices from other �elds, be they philosophers
or human rights lawyers, have criticised the response to the
outbreak, but we made the decision to limit these lists solely to
those experts in medicine or biological science.

robbing banks. Stay calm and carry on. Let’s not

make our attempted cures worse than the disease.

– “Strictly by the numbers, the coronavirus does not

register as a dire global crisis”, Globe and Mail, 11th

March 2020
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please listen to this doctor and then read the article. 
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b i link b-quote u ul ol li code spoiler

Join the discussion...
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Artemis

MORE THAN 90% OF THE DEAD WOULD STILL BE ALIVE IF THE “PANDEMIC OF IGNORANCE” OF THOSE
RESPONSIBLE FOR TAKING CARE OF THOSE ILL, COULD BE CONQUERED BY “HERD IMMUNIZATION”… VERY
SLOW METHOD IN THE WORLD TODAY.

ONE OF THE SOLUTIONS IS HERE WITH 80 YEARS RESEARCH AND TRIAL SUPPORTING IT:
http://www.orthomolecular.org/ TONS OF LINKS AND REFERENCES HERE.

AND FOR BRIEF RESUME BROWSE: 
http://orthomolecular.activehosted.com/index.php?
action=social&chash=8d5e957f297893487bd98fa830fa6413.151&s=d2a986309e78603283f00a1bcf3d3707

FORTUNATELY IT IS BEING APPLIED IN SHANGHAI AND HOSPITAL IN NEW YORK. 
THERE ARE YET A FEW OTHER CURES

2 -1  Reply

Apr 4, 2020 2:21 PM

I would like to point out that the Swedish guy is essentially advocating going into total lockdown
immediately, since everyone experiences an assortment of very mild �lu-like symptoms on a regular basis.

0 -3  Reply

Apr 1, 2020 11:44 PM
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Desmond Nazareth

JudyJ

Desmond Nazareth

Given a kind of consensus that CV19 is not much more severe than the annual �lu, what is the best guess of
the experts as to the reasons for the overwhelming of the intensive care / hospital systems in Northern Italy
and New York City?

6 0  Reply

Apr 1, 2020 6:16 PM

It’s not for epidemiological experts to pass judgement on economic or anthropological matters.

2 -1 Reply

Apr 1, 2020 8:58 PM

Judy, did not ask epidemiological experts to pass judgement on economic or anthropological matters.

Just medico-systemic matters…

0 0 Reply

Apr 2, 2020 5:21 PM
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Manuel

JudyJ

But is it for the Politicians and Mass Media “experts” to start a world wide panic and economical misery and deaths
whose “solution” will be worse than the disease without considering the opinion of epidemiological experts.. Do
some research and look for Dissenting Opinions Regarding Mass Quarantine…these 10 are just a sample.

6 0 Reply

Apr 4, 2020 2:36 PM

I agree with you wholeheartedly, Manuel. Those controlling the policy MUST consult experts in the relevant scienti�c
�eld in order to consider the medical impact and implications of something like Covid19. Those pulling the strings
appear not to have done this.

The point I was making in my earlier post was in response to critics of the epidemiological experts asking how those
experts explain (supposedly) overrun ICUs if they are con�dent that the virus doesn’t present a major threat to
society. My answer is that it isn’t the job of the epidemiological experts to explain why people take themselves en
masse to A&E (out of panic or hysteria?) and why ICUs are overstretched [ if they are indeed overstretched, it is most
likely due to funding and economic and management issues, and pressures caused by the footfall of people
panicking ].

1 0 Reply

Apr 4, 2020 3:24 PM
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Sam

Desmond Nazareth

You don’t need to be an expert to see the causes for the concentration in Northern Italy and NYC. a) Florence has
about 300,000 legal Chinese immigrants taking over its manufacturing, in addition to countless illegal Chinese, who
make regular and continuous trips back & forth to Wuhan. Once the outbreak in China became known, and China
began complaining a few weeks later that calling it a Chinese- or Wuhan-virus was “racist,” the mayor of Florence
encouraged the Italian residents of Florence to “hug a Chinese” to show support. Again, there was a constant tra��c
between Florence & Wuhan at that time. And Florence apparently has the second oldest population in Europe, if not
in the world. 
b) In January, President Trump banned travel from China. In NYC, the mayor and numerous anti-Trump politicians
attacked him for that action, and fought him in the courts. They encouraged New Yorkers to attend the big Chinese
New Year celebrations in February in lower Manhattan, telling them there was nothing to worry about, that the
coronavirus wasn’t contagious. And later, when Trump banned travel from Iran, a city o��cial or judge overruled him
on that. And it is known that a woman �lying in from Iran was infected with the virus.

There are other factors as well, but political correctness in the case of Italy and political hatred in the case of New York
gave both locations a major impetus in being infected.

13 -2 Reply

Apr 2, 2020 6:28 AM

Thank you for your thoughts… and no thanks to Trump for his stupidity and self-centeredness.
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Sam

Desmond Nazareth

Fred vB

5 -6 Reply

Apr 2, 2020 5:28 PM

“no thanks to Trump for his stupidity and self-centeredness” ? A non sequitur.

5 -2 Reply

Apr 2, 2020 5:43 PM

A sequitor 

1 -2 Reply

Apr 2, 2020 5:55 PM

@DN: was it stupidity to ban travels from China? 
Was it stupidity to ban travels from Iran? 
I guess you know what stupidity is, but you are mentally blind to see who is really stupid. 
Fred vB (not a fan of DJT, nor of Demonrats
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Desmond Nazareth

Tom

1 -1 Reply

Apr 3, 2020 3:05 PM

The scales just fell o�f my eyes, @Fred vB! Glad to hear that you are not a fan of DJT 

I suggest that you might actually su�fer from what you have diagnosed as my sight problem 

Two relatively minor non-stupid acts, drowning in a sea of hundreds of acts of utter stupidity and unbelievable
insanity, all the while misleading the public, don’t add up to anything worth talking about.

Wipe your eyes and wake up, for heaven’s sake!

1 -1 Reply

Apr 3, 2020 4:30 PM

Hi Sam, yes, what you say about the chinese community in Florence being one of the biggest in Europe is correct,
nevertheless I would like to point out that there’s no evidence of a single chinese man/woman living in Italy who
passed away because of covid19, the infection spread in Lombardia and not in Toscany where the chinese are. On the
other hand just to add some information you may want to know that all deaths in northern Italy are now rubricated
as “person died because of covid 19” instead of “person died with covid 19”. All corpses normally are immediately
carried away without being examined by the coroner, you may have seen the trucks of the army here in northern Italy
carrying away co��ns, well those corpses went straight to the crematorium.
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Chris

3 0 Reply

Apr 2, 2020 7:03 PM

There has NOT and there is NOT ANY real “Covid-19”! 
What it IS, is that “THEY” invented a MISERABLE “corona-virus TEST” which as it has been very recently been
DOCUMENTED and written in the o��cial U.S. Medical Library Records [citation requested, thank you -ed], is NOT and
CANNOT DETECT ANY actual “Covid-19″… and instead it ONLY detects “corona-viruses” existence IN GENERAL in the
human body… 
The so called “test” (and we are talking about the so called “credible” one which is working on the molecular level), in
addition to the above, also, CANNOT DETECT the amount of the “corona-viruses” in the human body… which is crucial
in order for a patient to be determined as an actual patient of a FLU… 
Corona-viruses on the other hand, has been a thing which we humans have long ago been co-existing for millennia
and what can make someone actually sick of them, is the amount of the “corona-viruses”, as well as the strength
condition of their immune system!

THE WHOLE THING IS (one more yet a) SIGNIFICANT GLOBAL SCAM!!! just like that of the so called “climate change”
and/or “global warming”… 
The di�ference is that now, things are developing much faster regarding the PLANS of the GLOBAL CULT which has
been RULING this world towards the IMPLEMENTATION and ENFORCEMENT of the “GLOBAL GOVERNANCE /
DICTATORSHIP” right a�ter the DESTRUCTION of the existing so far Global Economy… and THIS one will prove
(INCLUDING the soon coming MANDATORY (Absolutely LETHAL) “VACCINATIONS” will be changing the world as we
all know it so far… 
The Economic Crisis of the 2008, compared to THIS one, will look like a tea party…
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Admin2

Desmond Nazareth

The Rockefeller Foundation has been o��cially foreseeing(…) and Describing this current situation, to its very last
detail(…) in their records of the year 2010… Ten years ago!

All the here above mentioned information can be looked up an found in their respective web-sites by ANYONE… and
last but not least, the whole current thing, apart from its connection to the “global gov” is also well connected to the
massive roll-out of the “5G” as well…

16 -1 Reply

Apr 2, 2020 4:17 PM

@chris, are you able to point us to your source for the above statement about US Medical Library Records? Thanks, A2

4 0 Reply

Apr 2, 2020 4:52 PM

Thanks for the query… needed!

1 0 Reply

Apr 2, 2020 5:24 PM
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Penelope

Desmond Nazareth

b dale

It appears NYC’s “patients” may be a partial hoax. Citizen journalists have investigated & found — well, best you see
for yourself. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pIMD1enwd4

Italy: poor air quality; hospitals overwhelmed w pneumonia patients BEFORE advent of corona; and withdrawal of
Eastern European caregivers from nursing homes, eventually shunting these elderly upon hospitals too.

I recommend https://swprs.org/a-swiss-doctor-on-covid-19/ , now renamed “Facts on 
Covid-19” Same link works.

4 0 Reply

Apr 4, 2020 9:37 PM

Thanks Penelope! Had a quick look… the only comment I have about those NYC videos is that the footage had no
date reference… The Swiss doctor document looks terri�c… will study it in more detail… Best!

0 0 Reply

Apr 5, 2020 11:13 AM

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31607599
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Desmond Nazareth

JudyJ

Cicatriz

0 0 Reply

Apr 6, 2020 6:57 AM

b dale… what’s the point of your post, please?

0 0 Reply

Apr 6, 2020 7:47 AM

Latest news that I just heard on the BBC…wait for it. Apparently there are two new coronavirus symptoms to
add to the ever-growing list. Some ‘a��licted’ people have reported a loss of the sense of smell and/or taste.
Give me strength. (If I had an emoji for pulling your hair out I’d use it  )

5 -1  Reply

Apr 1, 2020 11:55 AM

I’ve lost my sense of taste. Probably a result of eating the same things for three weeks because there is nothing in the
shops.
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joswift

Artemis

5 -2 Reply

Apr 1, 2020 3:53 PM

here are the stats for overall seasonal death rates across Europe, they are the same if not less than any other
year, I believe whats happening now is that every single death is being attributed to Covid19. 
Death “with”Covid19 is not the same as death “from” Covid19 
https://o�f-guardian.org/2020/03/30/covid19-yet-to-impact-europes-overall-mortality/?
__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=ce2a6236f164728�b6d24805bf82b15d0c8377e6-1585674815-0-
AfooL5HzWvtLpiAIkpL_KsWSIXcaiXLokB0kypgRLrc-IbGB9fR_D3bfuatqFYxywySHcm_Iz4Nv-
rNGNHA7rg_Eb_su6nNbM1kXqrZahkM-
BrkL6AO6egR7B4Fx1BlG5GCEN7nRvl9y91McNYESwLd405WZPjlAzfwT-
z7ju0o15evGLljhAAMLSjfS0Ja7BD7A9oPUDGbwF5ZW9rZeVW9qexaULz0lm7qEpN95oJIDxf9kTHGrXjf4Z
ZL3rq97Q4Al-8D3BPr-jdHdAp2PS3Ab9RDHhXu38Q8RC-oLBcBb9BFUiAbACUR3u9-
Fwys6Hs60dlye3jPDzJlanep_c9eibdbF2OukdcV8HtgJrI40&�bclid=IwAR245kd9xUt-
Z27iIoFki3QEhqJMv08Z2NLt_6gyjtfOr8YmhOB7PWjwV04

6 0  Reply

Mar 31, 2020 9:03 PM
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Sana

joswift

And the ONS small print for the UK stats clearly states that these are the dates the deaths were REPORTED, which can
be more than a week later than the actual death, especially in the south-east of England. Worth bearing in mind.

0 0 Reply

Apr 1, 2020 11:41 PM

So the only thing i miss in all these critiques, most of which i certainly agree with, in terms of the numbers
being not that impressive and so on, is the fact that the hospitals and morgues deal with. 
How come the hospitals and morgues and funeral homes are not able to deal with these numbers, if they are
so much lower than “business as usual” �lu season and all other forms of disease and causes of death? 
And why is no one that o�fers critique on the numbers, like these experts do, not answering this question? 
And I´ve seen some people here in the comments laughing those questions away as well.

10 -2  Reply

Mar 31, 2020 8:39 PM

Do you have evidence that the funeral homes are not coping?

3 0 Reply
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Sana

Nic

Seamus Padraig

Mar 31, 2020 8:56 PM

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/03/italy-deaths-funerals-isolation-bring-unknown-pain-
200320144252146.html

This article for example, but ofcourse this kind of info comes through mainstream and social media. 
So i dont know if you count it as proof. 
But yea, there are many videos on youtube of doctors saying they cant cope with the in�lux of people and we have to
stay home

2 0 Reply

Apr 1, 2020 10:49 AM

In Italy I’ve seen mention of the near capacity of the hospital ICU’s before covid19 arrived. Another interesting
observation is that there is mandatory cremation of the dead with the virus detected, which has overwhelmed the
crematoriums.

1 0 Reply

Apr 2, 2020 6:04 AM
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Paul

Thank you for commenting on this, BigB. I was going to do it myself until I saw your excellent and informative
comment. It’s amazing how many self-described anti-imperialists are drinking the koolaid on this ‘European’ army
thing. Do they really believe that good ole Uncle Scam would allow his Euro-muppets to go turning themselves into a
rival military power right under his very nose? Of course not! This is just a sneaky, back-handed way to convince
Europe to spend more on defense–something most of them have been reluctant to do thus far. The sheeple are being
told, ‘Oh don’t worry! We’re spending that money on our very  army–not on that dreadful NATO!’ But’s a ruse to
fool the foolish.

And here’s a darker possibility still: what if Europe’s globalist ruling class fears a popular revolt of some type, because
of ever-worsening social, political and economic conditions? They’ve already had trouble with Greece; now they’ve
got Brexit, Italy and problems with the Visegrad countries. And the neoliberal austerity has only just begun! So what
if this European army is just a clever way of creating a giant, anti-populist Interior Ministry that is only loyal to the
corrupt clique running the EU, rather than to any speci�c European people, like the present armies of Europe? I know,
it sounds paranoid. But it’s something to think about …

5 0 Reply

Nov 17, 2018 3:55 PM

There is a strange myth that in some way the EU is a Progressive institution. You only have to look at the way France
and the UK have pursued Imperial Dreams in the ME, Africa and in the South China Sea to appreciate how untrue

PESCO, rather than the end of NATO, signals the furtherance of NATO.
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Mulga Mumblebrain

that is. Or look at the way the EU was the very �rst to announce there was a ‘New’ Government in Ukraine a�ter
further street provocations in February 2014. Our very own unelected Baroness Ashton, then the EU’s High
Representative on Foreign A�fairs, made the announcement only a�ter speaking to Obama several times during the
night, according to her phone record. Never elected by anyone to anything but Tony Blair’s personal candidate for the
job the Baroness even had a moment to con�rm who would take over, Nationalists, International bankers with Israeli
passports and self declared Fascists. A plan signed by several Foreign Ministers including those of France and Russia
for an early general election was repudiated before the ink had dried. Who needs votes when The Man has decided?
As the US continued its threats to throttle Russia with economic sanctions the Europeans slowly realised what a
disaster this was for their agriculture and �shing but there was nothing they could do about it. Even now when the US
is about to develop short range nuclear weapons to be situated in Poland and other parts of East Europe only a few
lone European voices are realising it means a nuclear front line in Europe, something they strove to avoid for years.
Now they just bow their heads in supplication and (presumably) start digging bunkers. The history of the US suggests
they won’t think twice about sacri�cing Europe for their own ends. It really is America First, Poland (like last time)
Expendable.

1 0 Reply

Nov 17, 2018 4:40 PM

Absolutely. The global parasites class fears ‘The Enemy Within’ as much as the enemy without. They are the Right’s
Eternal Enemy-other people.

0 0 Reply

Nov 17, 2018 10:14 PM
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mark

Peter Jennings

If the EU ever does put together a European army, the best use for it would be to try to restore basic law and order in
the Third World Hellhole it is becoming. They could start with Sweden, the rape capital of the world, where the
Swedish police have simply given up and no longer even bother investigating violent rapes of very young children.
They are already proposing to deploy the Swedish army to try to establish some semblance of order in the ever
expanding archipelago of No Go areas. The same applies to France, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Norway, Germany,
Austria and Italy (and certainly the UK.) Then they could try securing Europe’s borders from the barbarian invasions
of Third World migrant hordes which has already made the “Camp Of The Saints” look a bit tame by comparison. The
Americans, for all their faults, are wise to hang on to their guns. They’re going to need them.

3 0 Reply

Nov 18, 2018 4:03 AM

This virus has been jumped on as it represents a golden opportunity for rogue western gov’ts to do just about
anything, from crashing a �lawed economy, pushing people into more debt and bankruptcy, to denying more
rights, enacting martial law and detaining those who wish to travel.

All is being monitored and public responses analysed by gov’ts, the UN and the WHO for future use no doubt.
The models used for all the virus panic and chaos are as bogus as the Dr Mann hockey stick climate
predictions.
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Je� Gilbertson

Magnus

23 0  Reply

Mar 31, 2020 12:33 PM

Absolutely right. They are watching and will do this again if it works this time.

9 0 Reply

Mar 31, 2020 3:06 PM

Another assume expert saying it’s “just” a �lu:

“I think it is as a severe seasonal in�luenza”

said by Johan Giesecke (ex state epidemiologist, WHO advisor, chief scientist/European Centre for Disease
Control and Prevention)

screenshot 
https://ibb.co/3hthx8T

5 -1  Reply

Mar 31, 2020 12:13 PM
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Andrew Harvey Mather

fred

JohnB

Well there’s a post to cheer me up. Done my bit, or tried to, to debunk the fear. 200,000 views and climbing
on my �rst ever YouTube video. And if they or anyone else hasn’t mentioned it, the biggest scare of the
Imperial College document isn’t the model, R0 or any of that nonsense. It’s that it plucks out of nowhere a
‘worst case’ that is 50 to 150 times worse than the two real world worst cases: Hubei and Italy. Hubei, 3508
deaths, 59m people. Italy, 10,000 deaths, at or near peak, projecting 17,000 deaths and it’s done. It’s not
rocket science. It’s plotting the WHO data. The CMO statement was pure fear generating. It’s the WMD dodgy
dossier all over again.

18 -2  Reply

Mar 31, 2020 12:07 AM

link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnXzGB170GI

2 0 Reply

Mar 31, 2020 1:49 AM

Very good Andrew. No time to watch it all, but the �rst ten minutes were spot on.
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Artemis

Tony Harris

0 0 Reply

Mar 31, 2020 8:39 PM

yes, but you are looking with hindsight. It’s much easier to analyse data from the past than the future.

0 0 Reply

Apr 1, 2020 11:43 PM

THE SO-CALLED “CORONA VIRUS” SCARE IS AN INSANE, INSIDIOUS, AND DECEITFUL GLOBAL PLOT TO
INCITE CHAOS , FEAR, AND PANDEMONIUM THAT HAS BEEN GENERATED BY SOME WORLD ELITISTS, AND
PERPETRATED TO MANIPULATE AND CONTROL THE IGNORANT AND GULLIBLE MASSES, AND ALSO TO
DAMAGE THE ECONOMY, PRIMARILY AS A MEANS TO BIAS AND INFLUENCE THE COMING ELECTION AND
FOR IMPLEMENTING THEIR EVIL AGENDAS. THE INTELLIGENT MINORITY KNOW THIS. BILLIONS OF
DOLLARS HAVE BEEN PAID, MOSTLY AS BRIBES, TO SPREAD THIS MASSIVE FARCE, WHICH IS WHY IT’S
BEEN SO WIDESPREAD ON THE MEDIA, ALMOST ENTIRELY WITH FAKE NEWS! MANY PEOPLE HAVE BEEN
SURREPTITIOUSLY MURDERED IN THIS PROCESS WITH A FAKE “CURE” FOR THE SUPPOSED CORONA
VIRUS, SO AS TO MAKE IT APPEAR REAL. THE PERPETRATORS OF THIS GIGANTIC EVIL PLOT APPROVE OF
THEIR ACTIONS BY BELIEVING THAT “THE END JUSTIFIES THE MEANS”. – DO YOU REMEMBER THE Y2K
SCARE THAT WENT GLOBAL ABOUT 20 YEARS AGO? ONLY A VERY FEW INTELLIGENT PEOPLE KNEW IT WAS
JUST A GIGANTIC HOAX. AND THOUGH BILLIONS WERE SUPPOSEDLY SPENT TO REMEDY AND RECTIFY
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Admin2

Justin

THE IMAGINED PROBLEM, AFTER 2000 PASSED, THE Y2K FARCE JUST FADED OUT. WELL, IT’S THE SAME
WITH THIS “CORONA VIRUS” NONSENSE. – BUT, UNFORTUNATELY, SOME INNOCENT PEOPLE HAVE BEEN
SURREPTITIOUSLY MURDERED TO MAKE THIS EVIL SO-CALLED CORONA VIRUS COVER-UP APPEAR REAL.
THE PERPETRATORS KNOW THAT WHEN PEOPLE ARE IN A STATE OF FEAR, THEN THEY CAN BE EASILY
CONTROLLED, WHICH IS THEIR INTENT. THE GLOBAL ELITE WHO HAVE DESIGNED THIS “CORONA VIRUS
PLOT” ARE DESPERATE TO PUSH THEIR EVIL AGENDA, THAT THEY WILL EVEN MURDER INNOCENT PEOPLE
IN AN EFFORT TO MAKE THIS NEFARIOUS CORONA VIRUS FARCE APPEAR LIKE IT’S ACTUAL. FACT . . . THE
SO-CALLED CORONA VIRUS IS AN EVIL WIDESPREAD SCARE TACTIC. HOPEFULLY, IT WILL SOON BLOW
OVER. DON’T LET IT MANIPULATE YOUR ACTIONS TO A PERNICIOUS LEVEL. KNOW WHAT’S HAPPENING
AND WHY IT’S HAPPENING. HAVE HOPE AND FAITH IN OUR LOVING HEAVENLY FATHER, WHO KNOWS
ALL AND IS OVER ALL.

17 -6  Reply

Mar 30, 2020 9:17 PM

My ears.

23 0 Reply

Mar 30, 2020 10:01 PM
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Martin

lydia

My eyes.

7 0 Reply

Mar 31, 2020 1:51 PM

So you believe in a heavenly father with no proof of such.

0 0 Reply

Apr 1, 2020 7:47 AM

If want proof of our Heavenly Father and His blessed Son, our Lord Jesus Christ read the Olivet Discourse in Matthew
24 and the Book of Revelation, the battle against evil in the endtimes includes wars and rumors of wars PLAGUES
SUCH AS THE WORLD HAS NEVER SEEN, earthquakes the same, the mark of the Beast, 1/3 of the world will die
before Jesus comes again to stop this evil and claim His kingdom, you can see it happening step by step, look into
biowarfare and congress ordering �t detrick closed last august and the Wuhan games, stronger version of coronavirus
or whatever it is was released in Italy, globalresearch has Russia’s o��cial position on what is going on.

2 -1 Reply

Apr 1, 2020 8:05 PM
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Bryan

Which two countries have been the most a�fected so far? Italy and Spain. Importantly, these happen to be two
of the most touristed nations in the world, two of the oldest nations in the world (in terms of average life
expectancy), and two of the most communal nations in the world (there are few “old folks’ homes”, which,
culturally, is of subjective value, but medically, means that these people were exposed to the virus much more
directly and completely from the start).

So the crisis there is real. But in the rest of the world? Cases in the US keep going up, but we are testing far
more people. Of course, morbidity rates are not directly linear, but over 500 people in the US died on 28
March, and less than 300 did yesterday (29/3, as per https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/). The
headline article on cnn.com that I saw this morning (30/3) was “UK outbreak shows signs of slowing, expert
says.”

But why does this feel so immediate? Because Italy and Spain are the West. People have been there. When we
see photos of abandoned public spaces in Venice, in Barcelona, in Paris, even if we ourselves haven’t visited
these sites, we know them. And the people “look like us”. Western Europe is “real” to Western media in a way
that Asia or Africa are not. Replace “Italy” and “Spain” with “Indonesia” and “Vietnam”, or better, with “Nigeria”
and “Eritrea” and this is, sadly, not even news (the racial implications of this idea are another issue, but it’s
hard to deny that this would be the case). This virus would not have crashed the world stock markets, and
occasioned cancellations of basically everything in North America, Europe, and elsewhere.

And now national governments are using the crisis and the attendant fear and quarantining to push through
all manner of legislation in the name of “protecting the people”. What’s in the US stimulus package? I doubt
most congresspeople even read it in its entirety, although several made massive stock sell-o�fs before the
market completely crashed (and a week later, it’s already recovering). Russia is using enhanced tech to curb
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Bryan

Richard Le Sarc

the spread of the violence (https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/29/europe/russia-coronavirus-authoritarian-
tech-intl/index.html) but what else will they use it for?

We will likely look back on this in a decade as a largely mass-hysteria fueled recession which allowed
governments to tighten their control on citizens in various ways and allowed big businesses to consolidate
their already signi�cant advantages.

17 -2  Reply

Mar 30, 2020 2:15 PM

I meant to write that Russia is using advanced tech to curb the VIRUS, not the VIOLENCE 

6 0 Reply

Mar 30, 2020 2:18 PM

The US rates are going up because SARS 2 virus has almost certainly been circulating there since mid last year,
probably a�ter an ‘escape’ from one of the numerous US Government, private and covert bio-warfare laboratories.

7 -2 Reply
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Magggie

Mar 30, 2020 11:20 PM

Tell a lie BIG enough, and tell it o�ten enough, and keep repeating it. People will eventually come to believe it. 
The lie can be maintained only for such time as the State can shield the people from the political, economic and/or
Military consequence of the lie……

And they will stop at ‘nothing’ to achieve their agenda..
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2002/Apr/21/uk.medicalscience

Please open this link to learn just how little we are valued and how far they are prepared to go to achieve the agenda
of the cabal and their New World Order. 
We need to keep in mind that the robot talking heads are just reading from the scripts provided to them by their
masters. 
They have sold their souls to the devil for a handful of dollars. Their fate is sealed, if not in this life then de�nitely in
the next.

All we can do is ‘live’ to the best of our abilities, to ‘care’ for all mankind and creatures on this planet. 
So we have to stay in for a while? We will eventually emerge with our consciences intact but they will have to live
knowing that they have assisted in the destruction of life as we know it, and will have aided in the killing of more
innocents. Just as they have done all the brown people in the Middle East. Only here it will have been all the week
and Vulnerable, I being one of their prime targets.  
Most of us are used to what they are o�fering anyway, we have been ‘slaves’ from birth? 
So what will be new? Just a di�ferent master with a new set of rules. 
We have shown we are compliant, their job is all but done.

9 0 Reply
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lydia

Bryan

Mar 30, 2020 11:39 PM

tried the link but got 404 error, what was the article about?

1 0 Reply

Apr 1, 2020 8:12 PM

What are the two hardest-hit nations so far? Spain and Italy. These are also two of the most touristed nations
in the world, two of the oldest nations in the world (in terms of average life expectancy), and two of the most
communal nations in the world (there are few “old folks’ homes”, which, culturally, is of subjective value, but
medically, means that these people were exposed to the virus much more directly and completely from the
start).

So the crisis there is real. But in the rest of the world? Cases in the US keep going up, but we are testing much
more. Of course, morbidity rates are not directly linear, but over 500 people in the US died on 28 March, and
less than 300 did yesterday (29/3, as per https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/). The headline article
on cnn.com that I saw this morning (30/3) was “UK outbreak shows signs of slowing, expert says.”

But why does this feel so immediate? Because Italy and Spain are the West. People have been there. When we
see photos of abandoned public spaces, we know them. And the people “look like us”. Western Europe is “real”
to Western media in a way that Asia or Africa are not. Replace “Italy” and “Spain” with “Indonesia” and
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sat kartar

“Vietnam”, or better, with “Nigeria” and “Eritrea” and this is, sadly, not even news (the racial implications of
this idea are another issue, but it’s hard to deny that this would be the case). This virus would not have
crashed the world stock markets, and occasioned cancellations of basically everything in North America,
Europe, and elsewhere.

And now national governments are using the crisis and the attendant fear and quarantining to push through
all manner of legislation in the name of “protecting the people”. What’s in the US stimulus package? I doubt
most congresspeople even read it in its entirety, although several made massive stock sell-o�fs before the
market completely crashed (and a week later, it’s already recovering). Russia is using enhanced tech to curb
the spread of the violence (https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/29/europe/russia-coronavirus-authoritarian-
tech-intl/index.html) but what else will they use it for?

We will likely look back on this in a decade as a largely mass-hysteria fueled recession which allowed
governments to tighten their control on citizens in various ways and allowed big businesses to consolidate
their already signi�cant advantages.

10 -1  Reply

Mar 30, 2020 1:46 PM

I just dont trust the media or government to be honest……might be an agenda going on.. big brother is truely
here…..
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Tim Drayton

Doodily Do

21 0  Reply

Mar 30, 2020 11:08 AM

Another questioning voice, that of retired Professor of Pathology, Dr John Lee:

https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/The-evidence-on-Covid-19-is-not-as-clear-as-we-think

10 0  Reply

Mar 30, 2020 10:30 AM

On 20 Mar 2020 when Israel had zero deaths due to COVID-19, Nobel Prize winner and “expert” Michael Levitt
said he would be “surprised if number of deaths in Israel surpasses ten”.

As of 29 Mar 2020 Israel has 15 deaths (including 3 more today), so Levitt must be surprised. Israel has 4,247
cases (628 new cases today), so more deaths are coming, making Levitt even more surprised he was wrong. 
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/

6 -3  Reply

Mar 30, 2020 1:06 AM
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joe

Anthony Broom�eld

Joe Q. Public

“Every week a person dies in Berlin from multi-resistant germs. That adds up to 35,000 a year in Germany.
This is not mentioned at all.” 
it does not make any sense ?????

10 -1  Reply

Mar 29, 2020 11:10 PM

Terrible news, now add Covid 19 on TOP of that statistic

1 -6 Reply

Mar 30, 2020 9:05 AM

As if.

on TOP
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James Evans

RealPeter

Right now, everyone — just about EVERYONE that can — is being tested for COVID-19. 85% percent of cases in China
were showing no symptoms. The virus is ubiquitous. There is no reason whatsoever to assume that it is a causative
factor in cases where swabs are assessed a�ter death has occured. Yet, when a viral strain is isolated, it is
automatically registered as cause of death. No scienti�c scrutiny is being used!

People are dying all the time in Italy. They just are not regularly looking for every virus under the sun when older
people die from degeneration of organ and glandular systems. Lungs lose integrity and cellular debris and waste
accumulate. These factors are the CAUSE of death.

Someone right now is dying from pneumonia and it will absolutely be possible to isolate this year’s version of
coronavirus from the cellular terrain, therea�ter claiming it as causative factor in death. That is sloppy science.

The problem with sloppy science, is that “coronavirus” (due to mass media over-magni�cation) will end up stealing
stats from the 1.5-3 million pneumonia cases per year and the the 3/4 to 1 million �lu cases. In fact, it already is.

20 -2 Reply

Mar 30, 2020 9:58 AM

Berlin isn’t Germany, so 52 deaths a year in Berlin translates as 35,000 throughout the whole of Germany.

2 -2 Reply

Mar 30, 2020 1:32 PM
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Mike Ellwood

The maths of Dr Mölling’s statement don’t add up: if one Berliner (pop. 3.8 m) dies every week from whatever cause,
that would give fewer than 1,150 a year for the whole of Germany (pop. 83 m). I can only conclude that Dr Möller must
have been misquoted, as she can’t possibly be worse at sums than me.

What is clear is that common sense and rationality have gone out the window. Fear and panic now rule the world. Is
the coronavirus crisis – with dozens of countries on lockdown, the epidemic has de�nitely turned into a crisis – a
stampede of lemmings?

French hypocrisy update: two reasonably well-known ‘geopolitical commentators’ (i.e., servile state propagandists),
Anthony Bellinger on BFM TV last week and Pierre Haski on France Inter radio this morning have accused China of
lying about its coronavirus deaths – Haski said that there may have been 40,000 deaths in Wuhan rather than the
2,500 or so announced. This, he alleged without giving any source, was based on the number of people coming to the
city’s crematoria to pick up the urns of their cremated relatives once the lockdown ended. (Fun fact: Haski is president
of Reporteurs sans frontières, whose targets mainly consist of the usual suspects: Maduro, Putin, Xi, etc. but rarely
anyone closer to their own glass houses.) Bellinger simply said China was lying – no facts, no �gures, no examples.

Latest news: France, whose medical-mask industry was practically wiped out by successive neoliberal governments,
has ordered a billion masks from the Chinese liars. The �rst planeload landed in Paris last night. The lying Chinese
are saving France’s @rse. (The French hypocrisy story will run and run.)

8 -2 Reply

Mar 30, 2020 1:35 PM

The Sunday Mail front page was shrieking about Chinese lying yesterday as well. I didn’t bother reading it, but I
assume this is the (unchallenged) story going around the MSM now.
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Richard Le Sarc

Bryan

Oscar

1 0 Reply

Mar 30, 2020 2:58 PM

This pandemic is de�nitely being used by all the Western Rightwing racist Sinophobes as a casus belli for the
inevitable war on China. If the epidemic in the USA proves particularly deadly, the Rightwing racist hate-mongers
will go utterly ape-shit, and they lie as they breathe.

1 -3 Reply

Mar 30, 2020 11:23 PM

I read that, too, but I think she meant that Berlin is just one city, and in every city in Germany this happens. Maybe it
was just a poor translation, or the fact that her English isn’t perfect…

3 -1 Reply

Mar 30, 2020 1:47 PM

Not sure if this has been shared here before, too many things for me to read.
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Oscar

JudyJ

Fernando

2 -1  Reply

Mar 29, 2020 10:13 PM

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/high-consequence-infectious-diseases-hcid#status-of-covid-19

4 0 Reply

Mar 29, 2020 10:14 PM

Thanks, Oscar. Yes it has been well noted and linked several times previously but it does no harm to have it available
again for new visitors to the site. Makes for very interesting and intriguing reading…as far as I know there hasn’t been
an explanation forthcoming from the Government. They seem to be adopting their usual policy of ignoring
something embarrassing until it goes away!

4 0 Reply

Mar 29, 2020 10:36 PM

Yes, II have read it, but it is a little bit misleading. COVID-19 doesn’t have a high mortality rate, not like Hanta virus,
for example.
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Gall

So is it rational to downgrade its “danger of dying if you get it”? Yes, totally.

But, at the same time, it is very contagious, so the total number of deaths will be high just because the number of
people that gets it IS high.

And if the rate of contagion is high (“exponential”), it means that almost the whole of the population gets it *rapidly*
i.e. matter of weeks, and, so, the “tiny” minority of people that gets a severe infection is counted in the thousands (1%
of 10 millions is 100 K people) and it overruns the capacity of any health system.

1 -2 Reply

Mar 30, 2020 5:04 PM

My personal opinion based purely on speculation is the reason why the health systems of various countries
are overwhelmed is because many reporting to hospitals and clinics have a common cold or a seasonal �lue
that they believe is “COVID 19” because of all the media hype which is distracting health care professionals
from handling critical cases who in turn are dying from neglect.

This is probably what is happening in NYC right now which right now seems to be the current epicenter of the
coronavirus.

Also all this panic is perfect for covering up what seems to be an extreme possibility based on evidence that
the virus’ origin was not natural but a biological warfare operation that went sideways.

See the following video by Kevin Barrett:

https://www.veteranstoday.com/2020/03/28/whos-behind/
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David G. Horsman

David G. Horsman

13 -1  Reply

Mar 29, 2020 8:44 PM

This would also de�nitely be my FORMER chief medical o��cer. Maybe tossed into the air lock…

1 -6  Reply

Mar 29, 2020 8:04 PM

I mean these rebuttals are greatly appreciated. We do indeed need to not overreact. 
But “quarantine belongs back in the middle ages” is a very scienti�cally midevil statement to make. 

Dr Richard Schabas is the former Chief Medical O�cer of Ontario, Medical O�cer of
Hastings and Prince Edward Public Health and Chief of Sta� at York Central Hospital.

But we also need to be sensible. Quarantine belongs back in the Middle Ages. Save
your masks for robbing banks. Stay calm and carry on. Let’s not make our attempted
cures worse than the disease.
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milosevic

John Ervin

5 -3 Reply

Mar 29, 2020 8:08 PM

there’s no such word as “midevil”.

1 -2 Reply

Mar 30, 2020 6:08 AM

Yep, there should be a hyphen there, “scienti�cally mid-evil.” 

2 -1 Reply

Mar 30, 2020 7:19 AM
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